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Abstract
The tissue micro environment or milieu consists of a highly dynamic population of cellular and non-cellular
components which constitute a complex regulatory network aimed at maintaining the organ homeostasis. In
the modern medicine the discovery of miRNAs is undoubtedly a promising field of research and they are
essential in orchestrating immune system logic and their release in the gut micro milieu can directly affect
bacterial gene expression. Here, we brieﬂy review the role of microRNAs, focuses on their role on immune
system components in physiological and pathophysiological gut micro milieu.
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Introduction
The tissue micro environment or milieu consists of a highly dynamic population of cellular and non-cellular
components which constitute a complex regulatory network aimed to maintain organ homeostasis. Within a
given tissue, the micro milieu components, such as growth factors, different cell phenotypes and insoluble
glycoproteins of the extracellular matrix, cooperate to provide both, biochemical signals and structural
constraints [1; 2; 3]. The micro milieu components determine the appropriate cellular behavior in the tissue.
In addition, they deeply affect the intracellular gene expression patterns, that in turn induce essential
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alterations in the composition of milieu itself. This latter mechanism, originally described as “dynamic
reciprocity” [1] is now widely recognized to be associated with the regulation of cellular differentiation,
proliferation and survival [4; 5]. Therefore, in order to preserve and maintain the physiological commitment
cells residing within a given tissue must accomplish a homeostatic steady state with their milieu. A
paradigmatic example of the cell- microenviromental interplay is gut micro milieu whose integrity is
essential for preserving not only the specific tissue homeostasis but also to maintain an efficient mucosal
immunity, thus playing a crucial role in healthy status and in various immunological and nonimmunological disorders. A growing number of studies in recent years have highlighted the importance of
nutrition and epigenetic modulators as a crucial determinant of health and disease. This review focuses on
microRNAs and immune system components in physiological (Fig.1A) and pathophysiological (Fig.1B) gut
micro milieu.

Figure 1: A) miRNAs homeostasis ensure equilibrium of immune cells and microbiota in gut micro milieu.
B) Impaired miRNAs expression affect both microbiota and immune cells in colitis. Kras in CRC drive
microRNAs

cargo

release.
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MicroRNAs in physiological gut micro milieu
Over the last years we gain profound insight in the regulation of immune system and its dialogue with the
microbiota in the gut micro milieu. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) released form IECs directly affects bacterial gene
expression [6]. In the modern medicine the discovery of miRNAs is undoubtedly a promising field of
research for understand more of the complex mechanisms which sustain human health status and to identify
new biomarkers for assessing screening test especially for those disease where early hallmarks are essential.
MiRNAs are transcribed, as pri-miRNAs, then processed by Drosha [7] into pre-miRNAs and exported into
the cytoplasm by Exportin-5 here are further processed by Dicer forming 18 to 22 nucleotides long miRNAs
duplexes which is incorporated into ribonucleoprotein complex, known as RISC [8] bring them to modulate
translation via complementary base pairing on messenger RNAs (mRNAs). Essential cellular processes such
as differentiation, apoptosis and metabolic activities are controlled by specific miRNAs levels and several
authors, have demonstrated their essential role of miRNAs in orchestrating immune system logic and its
response [9]. IECs show different expression profile of microRNAs between ileum and colon. MiRNAs
released in the gut micro milieu can directly affect bacterial gene expression [6]. Gut micro milieu
microRNAs come from, not only by EICs now recognized as non-hematopoietic cells exhibiting
immunological functions but also by hematopoietic cell populations. Several miRNAs are found in the gut
micro milieu. Among them evidenced in multiple studies on human (blood and gut biopsies) the miR-21,
miR-155, and miR-223 are indicative of gut disease [10]. Of this triade, the miR-155 has a central regulatory
role in macrophages and dendritic cells maturation and is required for gut mucosa protection. In fact, miR155 -/- deficient mice has burden colitis. Of interest that miR-155 regulates gut B cells in a similar manner of
its action in B cells found in other microenvironments [11]. In addition, high concentration miRNAs
including the miR-155, were found in gut luminal content respect to IECs suggesting that these miRNAs are
specifically secreted into the gut micro milieu [6]. An important observation on miR-21 and miR-155 is that
both, promote microsatellite instability in inflammatory bowel diseases which results from impaired DNA
mismatch repair and may induce Kras mutations in colonic mucosa [12; 13]. Of interested that, locked
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nucleic acid (LNA)-modified oligonucleotides (also known as antagomirs) targeting the miR-155 could
mitigates immune response in allogeneic bone marrow stem cell transplantation [14].
MicroRNAs in cancer associated gut micro milieu
It is now accepted that tumor micro milieu is an active player in cancer progression and deserves to be
investigated for searching therapeutic targets. Cancer progression is complexly linked to immune response.
Activation of specific immune cells such as DCs, NK cells and CD8+T cells drive and determine potent anticancer responses. Instead, illogically other components of immune system suppress its anti-cancer responses
leading to bypass its immune surveillance and promoting cancer survival. This happen because cancer cells
directly suppress specific subsets of immune cells through a myriad of aberrant biochemical mechanisms
including the dysregulation of miRNA expression via the release of exosoma-derived microRNAs in the
tumor micro milieu. Besides that, cancer cells have been shown to alter their own miRNAs program in order
to avoid immune detection. Cancer cells and immune cells can create a “loop” mediated by exosomemiRNAs [15; 16]. It has been proven that exosomal contents modify tumor micro milieu facilitating cell
cancer cytoskeleton reorganization, angiogenesis, and influencing tumor immunity. It has been
demonstrated that chemicals inducing gastroenteric cancer regulate exosomal miR-155 release [17; 18] but
tumor micro milieu and its component is still a dilemma for colorectal cancer [19]. Although hypoxia, typical
in CRC is able per se to induce pro-inflammatory cytokines which lead to the upregulation of several
microRNAs in both, primary and immortalized CRC [20; 21] and CRC-specific miRNAs can also be detected
in stool patients [21] nothing is known about fecal occult blood and miRNAs as well as CRC miRNAs release
in the gut micro milieu associated to this type of cancer.
Conclusion
Essential cellular processes such as differentiation, apoptosis and metabolic activities in gut micro milieu are
controlled by specific miRNAs levels. The identification of miRNAs and their role has mRNAs controller
added another layer to the complexity of control of gut micro milieu homeostasis. These epigenetic
modulators work as a double edge sword. While in physiological condition they promote immune response
in gut microenvironment in CRC exosomal microRNAs modify tumor micro milieu favoring cell cancer
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cytoskeleton reorganization, angiogenesis, and influencing metastatic process. Understanding the role of
miRNAs in the complex interactions between the gut disease (even tumor), cells and might microbiota in gut
microenvironment might provide important information on new potential targets for therapy diagnosis and
prognosis in CRC.
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